This research presents an audio coding scheme, based on sub-band coding (SBC), with the implementation of quasi-logarithmic compandors. The presented coding scheme is based on signal decomposition and individual processing of the different sub-bands. Two SBC schemes for audio coding are presented, a non-adaptive and an adaptive coding scheme. The application of backward adaptation technique further improves the performance of this coding scheme, especially when using smaller compression factor values. This paper also describes the determination of an efficient bit allocation, used for coding the individual sub-bands. The results indicate that the proposed coding schemes can successfully be implemented in audio signal coding, providing a high quality output signal.
Introduction
Audio (speech or music) signal carries information that is important to people. Many of the popular systems and applications that surround us are based on the latest audio technologies. This gives great significance to the research in the field of digital signal processing. Digital signal processing includes signal coding and compression, for the purpose of reducing the amount of resources required for storing a digital representation of the signal [6] . Moreover, a compressed signal can be transmitted more efficiently by using fewer resources. Sub-band coding has been widely implemented in audio, still images and video coding [4, 12, [15] [16] . This technique represents a form of transform coding, which applies certain transformations to the input signal, for achieving more efficient data compression. In the frequency domain, these transformations represent the application of finite impulse response (FIR) digital filters. These filters perform decomposition of the input signal into sub-bands (spectral components). As the input signal is often characterized by unequal distribution of spectral energy, it is suitable to apply the SBC scheme in order to threat the sub-bands independently [6] . SBC process typically starts by passing the input signal through the time and frequency mapping, which decomposes the signal into multiple frequency sub-bands [6] . Each of the sub-bands has specific statistical and perceptual characteristics so that the different coding schemes and bit allocations can be applied to each individual sub-band. Unlike the coding schemes presented in [15] and [16] , the coding scheme we design herein implements simple transformations and quantization techniques. This outputs to relative low overall computational complexity and simple coder realization.
In [3] , a speech signal coding scheme based on subband coding has been presented. It performs decomposition of the input into low and high frequency domain. Speech signal sub-band coding has also been presented in [9] , with the implementation of digital signal processing. While both papers present subband coding schemes, they do not make emphasis on the quantization and do not consider evaluating objective quality of the output signal through an objective quality measure. In contrast, we present two audio coding schemes based on sub-band coding with the objective performance analysis and experiments on real input audio signals.
Most signals with quasi-static nature have in common that their variance and autocorrelation function changes slowly in time [6] . Analogue to digital (A/D) convertors are often designed with the assumption that the signal source is stationary. Efficiency and characteristics of a convertor can be significantly improved by applying an adaptation on low variable statistics of the input signal. Adaptation is usually performed as adaptive quantization with forward adaptation (AQF) and adaptive quantization with backward adaptation (AQB) [6] . Different variations of adaptation technique can be found in literature, such as switched-adaptive quantization technique, presented in [11] . This technique performs adaptation in the choice of most suitable quantizer for the statistics of the input signal. In this paper, an adaptive quantization with backward adaptation is applied. Unlike forward adaptation, backward adaptation does not require usage and transmission of the side information, as the adaptation is performed by using already transmitted samples. Reuse of the already processed samples does not increase the bit rate used for coding and does not significantly increase the computational complexity of the coding scheme.
Audio signal can have unpredictable statistical characteristics, so we assume it is the most appropriate to use logarithmic quantizers, which provide robustness in a wide range of input signal variances. In particular, our SBC schemes implement a non-adaptive and adaptive form of quasi-logarithmic quantization. Quasi-logarithmic quantizer represents a logarithmic quantizer defined with the µ compression law. This type of quantizer is implemented in defining the G.711 coding standard, according to which speech signal is coded by using 8 bit per sample with the implementation of Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) [5] [6] . forward adaptation (AQF) and adaptive quantization with backward adaptation (AQB) [6] . Different variations of adaptation technique can be found in literature, such as switched-adaptive quantization technique, presented in [11] . This technique performs adaptive quasi-logarithmic SBC scheme. The design and application of the backward-adaptive SBC scheme is presented in Section 3. The numerical results obtained in this research and the performances of the proposed coding schemes are the topics addressed in PCM is a commonly used method for obtaining digital representation of an analog signal in waveform coding. According to the G.711 coding standard, compression factor is equal to 255. As we perform audio signal coding, we assume various compression factors for which we analyze the performance of the proposed coding scheme. In addition, we obtain the results of coding the same inputs with the implementation of quasi-logarithmic μ-law PCM quantizer, for the purpose of comparison. As the proposed SBC schemes implement the same quantizer, the experiment can show the benefits of implementing sub-band coding and adaptation technique. This paper also puts emphasis on determining the optimal support limit values and the most efficient bit allocation for the purpose of achieving higher signal compression.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the design and implementation of the non-adaptive quasi-logarithmic SBC scheme. The design and application of the backward-adaptive SBC scheme is presented in Section 3. The numerical results obtained in this research and the performances of the proposed coding schemes are the topics addressed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 delivers the conclusions.
Design of the Sub-Band Coding Scheme with a Quasi-Logarithmic Companding Quantizer
As was already mentioned, the SBC process typically starts with decomposition of the input signal. In the coding scheme that we propose in this paper (Fig. 1) , the input signal is firstly decomposed by using two digital FIR filters: digital FIR low-pass frequency (LF) filter, denoted by H 1 (z) and a digital FIR high-pass frequency (HF) filter, denoted by H 2 (z). Synthesis and analysis filters are defined by the following relations [1] :
One of the simplest exact reconstruction filter banks uses the Haar basis, and it is defined as [14] :
The outputs of these filters provide us with two different signals (sub-bands), which can be processed independently. By using Eqs. (4) and (5), the utilized filters can be modelled by the following approximations in the time domain:
where x(n) and x(n+1) represent the input signal samples, y 1 (n) and y 2 (n) denote the sub-bands obtained from the FIR filters, while M denotes the total number of input samples. After the input signal is processed by these filters, two independent signals, y 1 (n) and y 2 (n), with distinctly different statistical characteristics are obtained. With our proposal, the sub-bands are fed to the input of quasi-logarithmic companding quantizers, denoted by Q1 and Q2, designed for different bit rates. The advantage of the SBC scheme is that we can adapt quantization to the characteristics of the sub-bands, achieving higher output signal quality, compared to the widely used PCM scheme.
In companding quantization, the signal is firstly fed to a compressor, where it is compressed by applying a compressor function. Afterwards, the signal is fed to the uniform a quantizer, and finally, it is expanded by the expandor [6] . Since quasi-logarithmic quantizers are applied, the compressor uses µ-law compressor function [6, 16] : (8) where µ represents the compression factor, while x max denotes the support limit of the quantizer.
During the quantization process, an irreversible error is made due to rounding the current values of the input signal to a certain representation level. This error is called quantization error and it can be expressed by distortion, which is commonly defined as the average value of a mean-squared error [6] . For a symmetric probability density function, with infinite support region, distortion D presents the sum of granular and overload distortions, D=D g +D o . In this research, an audio signal is modelled with a memoryless Laplacian source. It has been shown that the Laplacian source can be successfully used to model speech or audio signal [6] . Granular and overload distortion for quasi-logarithmic quantizer designed for Laplacian source of variance σ 2 and mean value equal to zero, can be calculated from [2, 12] :
It is well known that the determination of the support limit has a great impact on the overall signal distortion [2, 7, 10] . Greater support limit contributes to a bigger granular and smaller overload distortion, and vice versa [2, 7, 10] . The support limits in the non-adaptive quantization scheme are determined based on the experience from the previous research and by empirical investigation, so that x max1 =10 and x max2 =3 [12] . As mentioned, an objective quality measure used in the analysis is SQNR, defined as [6] :
A Sub-Band Coding Scheme with the Backward-Adaptive QuasiLogarithmic Companding Quantizer
The block scheme presented in Fig. 1 also corresponds to the backward adaptive coding scheme. In this case, Q1 and Q2 denote the backward adaptive quasi-logarithmic companding quantizers. The quantizers are fed with the signals of the sub-bands, as described in the previous section. This implies the necessity of defining the two support limit values and determining the variances of the sub-bands. The support limits are calculated for each frame, based on the previously quantized frame, so that they are adapted to the statistical characteristics of the signal. The problem occurs in the case of the first frame, since there is no frame before it to obtain the support limit value from and to start the iteration. In this case, the support limit values are designed for the fixed quantizer and Laplacian source. The values of the support limits for the first frame are determined as and [12] . The optimal support limit for the Laplacian source of unit variance is given as [10] :
, (12) where N denotes the number of quantization levels.
The variances of the current, i th frame of the subbands samples, σ 1 2(i) and σ 2
2(i)
, can be calculated by using the following equations [6] : , (13) , (14) where σ x 2(i) denotes the variance of the current frame of input signal samples. Variance can be calculated as:
where L f represents the length of the frame, while ρ represents the correlation coefficient of the input signal, determined as:
It is assumed that the correlation factor does not change drastically through the frames, which have contributed to the choice of performing adaptation based on the variance. The adaptive support limit values, and , are calculated for each frame individually, as follows. The standard deviations of the signals in the branches calculated for the previous frame are multiplied by the optimal value of the support limit for the Laplacian source of unit variance determined by Eq. (12) where P represents the total number of frames. These steps represent an iterative process, by which we determine the adaptive support limits for each of the frames. This process represents the application of the backward adaptation.
To ensure the best possible quality of quantization, the bit allocation must be precisely determined. If the number of the sub-bands amounts to L and the total bit rate available is denoted by R, the bit rate used for quantization of the particular sub-band can be calculated as [13] :
where k denotes the ordinal number of the sub-band. The proposed scheme utilizes two sub-bands with the bit rates denoted by R 1 and R 2 , which can be theoretically defined by implementing Eqs. (13) and (14) into Eq. Bit rate is one of the most important parameters in signal compression, since it significantly determines the signal quality. In this experiment, we have chosen the bit rate of 9 bits per sample. This bit rate is expected to provide high SQNR values, i.e. high objective signal quality. The advantage of SBC is that we can use different bit rates for different sub-bands. This enables us to use higher bit-rate for the sub-band which carries a greater amount of information. In the case of audio signals, the sub-band after the LF filter caries significant amount of information of the input signal so that we could predict that higher bit rate should be used for this sub-band. By replacing the value of ρ from Table 1 in Eqs. (20) and (21), we obtain the theoretical values of the bit rates for both sub-bands. Since both signals have a similar correlation factor value, the results are the same when rounded up to the closest integer value. The theoretical bit rates that should be used for the total bit rate of 9 bits per sample are R 1 =11 and R 2 =7 bits per sample. As these are the theoretical values, we conducted a practical examination of the coding schemes performance for different bit rate combinations. The examination of the non-adaptive SBC scheme was conducted in [12] and it was concluded that the most appropriate bit rate combination for this coding scheme is R 1 =10 and R 2 =8 bits per sample. This deviates from the theoretically obtained combination, and it was experimentally confirmed in [12] . Figure 2 presents the SQNR characteristics of the backward-adaptive sub-band coding scheme for various bit rate combinations. We considered the theoretically obtained bit allocation, the one used in [12] , as well as the case when bit rates of the sub-bands are equal. One can observe that the theoretically obtained combination provides higher SQNR values. In the case of the classical music signal, the gain in SQNR amounts from 3.6 dB for all compression factor values. This confirms that, in the case of BASBC, bit rate combination of R 1 =11 and R 2 =7 bits per sample provides the highest SQNR values of all tested combinations
Numerical results from the application of the proposed SBC schemes in audio signal coding are presented in Tables 3 and 4 . The results are compared to those obtained for coding the same audio signal by using μ-law PCM coding scheme [5] . The experiment was conducted for the cases of using two different frame sizes of 40 and 80 samples and four different compression factors, µ = {5, 100, 255, 511}, while the total bit rate amounts to R = 9 bits per sample. The bit rate combinations are described above, while the total bit rate represents the arithmetic mean of the bit rate used for each of the sub-bands. The difference in the bit rates of the branches is equal to 2 bits per sample, for the case of non-adaptive SBC, since it has been shown that this difference in bit rates outputs the highest SQNR values [12] . In the case of BASBC, the difference in bit rates of the branches amounts to 4 bits per sample, as presented in Fig. 2 . Table 3 presents the performance of both SBC schemes as for the μ-law PCM. It should be mentioned that the frame per frame processing applies only to backward adaptive SBC, while the non-adaptive SBC and μ-law PCM do not implement division of the input signal into frames. The experiment was conducted for the case of using the given compression factor µ, and the bit rates R in all of the coding schemes compared. Table 3 shows that the implementation of the SBC scheme with backward-adaptive quantization (BAS-BC) provides the gain in SQNR for all values of the compression factor used, compared to the case of implementing the SBC scheme with the fixed quantizers. The results also present a significant gain in SQNR, when compared to the μ-law PCM, ranging from around 10 dB up to 28.25 dB. In the case when R = 9 bits per sample and µ = 5, the SBC scheme with backward adaptive quantization outputs SQNR BASBC = 55.2136 dB (when the frame size is 40), while SBC scheme with the fixed quantizers and μ-law PCM scheme output SQNR SBC = 28.5767 dB and SQNR PCM = 26.9639 dB, respectively. This confirms that the backward-adaptive SBC provides the gain in SQNR of about 26.6 dB, when compared to non-adaptive SBC, while the gain amounts to about 28.25 dB, compared to μ-law PCM. The gain in SQNR decreases by increasing the compression factor value so that for compression factor µ = 511 and frame size equal to 40 samples, we have that SQNR BASBC = 52.1915 dB and SQNR SBC = 47.2552 dB. In this case, one can ascertain the gain in SQNR of about 4.9 dB, in favor of BASBC. For larger compression factor values, the gain in SQNR over PCM amounts to about 5.5 dB and 10.4 dB, when implementing non-adaptive and backward-adaptive SBC, respectively. The results are sim- ilar for the second frame size observed, and they are also presented in Table 3 .
An overview of the results presented in Table 4 shows that both SBC schemes provide significant gain when compared to μ-law PCM (SQNR PCM ). As for the classical music input signal, backward adaptive SBC provides the gain in SQNR compared to the other coding schemes considered in the analysis. The gain is especially noticeable when using lower compression factor values as the adaptation has a major impact on the objective quality of the output, providing significant gain in SQNR. When a rock musing signal is on the input and compression factor µ is equal to 5, the gain in SQNR amounts to around 16 dB, compared to non-adaptive SBC and up to about 18 dB, compared to μ-law PCM (see Table 4 ). One can notice that the ap-plication of the backward adaptive quantization enables using significantly smaller compression factor values, while performance of the non-adaptive SBC improves with using larger compression factor values (e.g. µ = 511). In the case of rock music signal, when the frame size is equal to 40 and compression factor amounts to 511, BASBC provides the gain in SQNR of about 0.47 dB in comparison to non-adaptive SBC and about 5.6 dB when compared to μ-law PCM. The situation is similar for using larger frame sizes, and the results are presented in the tables.
The performance of a coding scheme can also be observed through SQNR characteristics determined for different bit rates. The following figures present SQNR characteristics of the proposed BASBC scheme compared to SBC and μ-law PCM system, for two compression factors of µ = 5 and µ = 255, while the classical music signal in on the input. We have chosen these specific values since they reflect the implementation of small and large compression factor values, respectively. SQNR characteristics present the objective quality of the considered coding schemes in the wide range of bit rates, which can be used in high quality audio signal coding.
The figures clearly show the importance of implementing backward adaptation in BASBC, when smaller values of compression factor are used. Moreover, Fig. 4 shows that BASBC also provides gain when larger compression factor is implemented, for all bit rates used in the experiment. As one can notice from Figs. 3 and 4, BASBC and non-adaptive SBC provide constant gain in SQNR when compared to μ-law PCM, while BASBC scheme provides gain in SQNR, compared to the non-adaptive SBC and μ-law PCM, for all bit rates.
Conclusions
This paper has presented the design of the non-adaptive and backward adaptive SBC scheme, with the implementation of quasi-logarithmic Laplacian source quantization. The proposed schemes have been implemented in processing a real audio signal. We have demonstrated the possible choice for the bit allocation used in the sub-bands, and presented the results for the cases of using various compression factors and frame sizes. We have also shown that both SBC schemes have their advantages over the μ-law PCM system, providing noticeable higher SQNR values. Moreover, we have observed that backward-adaptive SBC is especially convenient for using smaller compression factor values. In this case, we have ascertained significantly higher SQNR values compared to the ones of non-adaptive SBC coding scheme and the μ-law PCM system. The coding schemes, presented in this paper, demonstrate the implementation of a simple sub-band coding and quantization techniques in audio signal coding. It has been shown that with ap- propriate design and parameter choice, this quantizer provides high performance with relative low computational complexity. Eventually, we can anticipate that the proposed coding schemes have great possibilities for improvement, with the application of the different digital FIR filters and quantization techniques, which is left to the future research.
